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About This Game
Banyu Lintar Angin is a series of experimental illustrations about three siblings, living together independently in a rural
Indonesian environment. Follow the down-to-earth 5d3b920ae0
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Although the game is rather short but a lot of meaning is conveyed. The pictures is also good and its OST are nice and have a
calm atmosphere.. For those who are grateful for the togetherness they have Banyu Lintar Angin - Litle Storm - made me smile
from the beginning to the end. Yes, this little slice of life interactional book consists of only 30 images, but in my opinion it has
the perfect length for the story it wants to tell. I definitely don't want to spoil anything, but I totally sympathize with the
characters and the story in general. Also, I really enjoyed the backgroundmusic and the artstyle.. Whenever you're feeling down,
this adorable game/picturebook's got you covered. I would have like a little more than just leaf animations, but oh well. The
simplicity fits well with this slice of life.. As an Indonesian, these illustration made me so happy because all stuff that had done
there are actually just like my daily lives environment. With a great family, joyness, kindess, and rural athmosphere made me
smiling for every illustration. So recommend it for you want to enjoy some good pictures of rural and sibling environment..
ALL THE ILLUSTRATION .. Relaxing and beautiful minutes.
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Maintenance 14.06.2018 : Attention Soldiers! On 14.06.2018 (today) we will perform our regular maintenance. Web services
and servers will be not reachable starting from 10:00 AM CEST. You will not be able to connect and play during the
maintenance. The estimated downtime for this maintenance is about 3 hours. Best regards, Your S.K.I.L.L.. "Spring greetings"
20.02. - 26.02. : Soldiers, spring is not that far anymore and Ryokan seems to be a perfect battlefield for days like these! It's
starting now our weekly event, don't miss the rewards! This event expires the 26th of February at 11:59PM (CET)..
Maintenance 19.12.2018 : Attention Soldiers! On 19.12.2018 we will perform our regular maintenance. Web services and
servers will be not reachable starting from 10:00 AM CET. You will not be able to connect and play during the maintenance.
The estimated downtime for this maintenance is about 2 hours. Best regards, Your S.K.I.L.L.. Happy Hour 35% 12.01.2018! :
Today (12.01.2018) there'll be 35% more CASH with every top up from 00:00 until 23:59 CEST - (17:59 EST)!. Happy Hour
130% 25.04.2019 : Today (25.04.2019) there'll be 130% more CASH with every top up from 00:00 until 23:59 (CEST) (17:59
EDT)!. Loot and Pillage! 30.01 - 05.02 : Soldiers, a new event is starting! The Ancient ruins, the Lost temple and the King's
temple are hiding a treasure, log-in, complete the events and claim multiple rewards for your weapons and character! This event
expires the 5th of February at 11:59PM (CET).. Maintenance 24.10.2018 : Attention Soldiers! On 24.10.2018 we will perform
our regular maintenance. Web services and servers will be not reachable starting from 10:00 AM CEST. You will not be able to
connect and play during the maintenance. The estimated downtime for this maintenance is about 2 hours. Best regards, Your
S.K.I.L.L.. "FEVER WEEKEND"-28.12. - 30.12.2018 : Soldiers! This weekend, starting today, you will get 20% EXP and 20%
SP Boost PLUS 10% LP Boosts. Login and play from 7PM until 11PM (CET) every day to gain some bonus.. Happy Hour 27th
& 28th of August 2018 : Attention, soldiers! Two days of happy hour! From today (27.08.2018) till 28th of August 23:59 CEST
(17:59 East Time), there'll be 25% more CASH with every top up!
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